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out in the Rhondda Fach and the Vale of Glamorgan. Casual
blood pressures of a 1% random sample of the population
of these areas were taken three times over a period of eight
to ten years.

Each of these surveys showed essentially the same change in
mean systolic and diastolic blood pressure with age. In men
the blood pressure was relatively stable between the ages of
20 and 50 years, but the systolic pressure rose fairly steeply
after 50. In women there was a steady rise in both systolic
and diastolic pressures throughout adult life, but the rise in
systolic pressure was steeper after the age of 50. In this
respect Miall and Lovell's data are similar to those obtained
by other authors who have undertaken cross-sectional studies
of the distribution of blood pressure by age in the population.
The new and surprising finding is that it is the level of blood
pressure itself rather than age which determines the rate of
rise of pressure. Thus, women in the Rhondda Fach whose
initial systolic pressure was between 100 and 110 mm. Hg
showed no rise in mean systolic blood pressure over a ten-
year period, while those with systolic pressures between 170
and 180 mm. Hg showed a mean rise of about 20 mm. Hg
over a decade. A similar tendency was evident with diastolic
pressure, but here the changes were smaller. Women with
diastolic pressures between 60 and 70 mm. showed no change
in mean diastolic pressure over the ten-year period, while
those with initial diastolic blood pressures between 100 and
110 mm. showed a mean increase of about 5 mm. Hg over
ten years.

Several important questions arise from Miall and Lovell's
work. If their results are confirmed, what is the physiological
mechanism underlying them ? Is it entirely a question of
structural changes in arteries and arterioles exposed to a high
pressure ? Is there any way that the process can be put into
reverse ? Can these data be extrapolated to explain the more
severe degrees of rise in blood pressure usually seen in
hospital ?

Miall and Lovell are careful to emphasize that their
analysis shows an association only between change of pressure
and mean pressure and that this is not necessarily causal.
If it is causal their hypothesis may help to reconcile some
of the divergent views about the nature of essential and
secondary hypertension. Factors as diverse as hypersecretion
of aldosterone, a high intake of sodium, renal infection, or
renal-artery stenosis could shift a patient from the safe zone
of low normal pressures on to a vicious circle which leads to
hypertensive cardiovascular disease. In theory this mechanism
might continue to operate after the original causative factor
had been removed, but clearly it does not in patients with
surgically remediable hypertension. Any form of treatment
that returned the blood pressure to the safe zone for a period
might break the vicious circle and allow normotension to be
maintained. It is interesting to recall that it is sometimes
possible to discontinue treatment of blood pressure after good
control has been maintained for many years, without any
subsequent rise in pressure.'

It will not be easy to translate this tantalizing hypothesis
into an understanding of the physiological and biochemical
mechanisms at work. Experiments to study processes which
in nature evolve over the decades are difficult to reproduce
in the laboratory and hard to understand with present-day
techniques of clinical investigation. But though the epidemi-
ologists are setting the investigators a hard problem their work
may have an important influence on future research into
hypertension.

Epidemiological Studies of
Rheumatoid Arthritis

The aetiology of rheumatoid arthritis is one of the most
challenging problems in contemporary medicine. Yet the
disease is often difficult to define clinically, and there is no
single absolute criterion by which a patient may be said to
suffer from it. Moreover, rheumatoid arthritis is seldom
certified as a cause of death, and the Registrar General's
figures for the incidence of the disease bear no relationship
to clinical experience. Nevertheless, the clinical, radiologi-
cal, and serological features laid down at the Rome Confer-
ence in 1961 for the recognition of "definite" and of
"probable " rheumatoid arthritis' did much to establish a
common international language for diagnosis, and on the
basis of this convention epidemiological surveys to define the
prevalence of the disease were given a new impetus.
Many aspects of the investigations made in this way have

been discussed by J. H. Kellgren in his Bunim memorial
lecture,' and it is appropriate that, simultaneously with this
testimony from Manchester, there should appear the results
of a series of further investigations,-7 the majority based
on, or taking close account of, the pioneer work of J. S.
Lawrence.8 Other rheumatism centres in the United
Kingdom have carried out similar studies of the incidence
of rheumatic complaints. Perhaps the most compelling have
been those in which Duthie and his colleagues have assessed
the incidence of rheumatism in heavy and in light indus-
tries.9?11 Almost all European countries have now made or
begun population surveys, and at present most workers think
that the incidence of rheumatoid arthritis is broadly similar
throughout the Western world. The older view that rheu-
matoid arthritis is a disease of damp temperate climates
has been shown to be incorrect, for it occurs frequently in the
warm countries of the Caribbean, in the Arctic, and in North
and South America. In the face of a growing accumulation
of statistical data this seems an appropriate moment at which
to pause and ask: How precise are the diagnostic criteria
on which these population surveys have been based ? How
valid are the assessments of different populations, when, as is
inevitable, clinical examinations cannot all be made by the
same observers ? Is there any better way in which the
incidence of rheumatoid arthritis could be defined ? Does
any doubt remain that rheumatoid arthritis is a single
disease ? Could it be a symptom complex ?
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When a single clinician or a constant partnership of skilled
observers has examined randomly chosen population samples
under reproducible conditions, using proved ancillary radio-
logical and serological techniques, it appears reasonable to
accept their diagnoses of definite rheumatoid arthritis, based
on standard and acceptable criteria, as wholly valid observa-
tions.2 When, on the other hand, only " probable rheumatoid
arthritis " can be diagnosed, or where only a single criterion
such as a positive sheep-cell agglutination test can be found,
then the whole position becomes much less satisfactory. For
example, the incidence of positive latex-fixation tests in the
general population rises with age from 2% at 15-24 years
to 9% at 75 years and over.6 But rheumatoid arthritis is
increasingly common with advancing age. Precisely when
the need for a reliable and specific diagnostic test becomes
most important does the specificity of the available serological
methods become most suspect.

Several of the most recent papers on the incidence of
rheumatoid arthritis in population samples have been founded
not on the basis of the Rome or even on the earlier American
Rheumatism Association criteria but on the reading by one
or more observers of sets of radiographs of the hands or feet
taken in different parts of the world at different times.' It
seems unwise to accept the figures obtained from these
investigations as the final values for the relative incidence
of the disease, though it appears now to be reasonably certain
that geographical latitude alone is not a major determinant,'2
and that " definite " disease is present in 2-3% of the elderly
in most European populations.'3 14 Fluoridation of water
supplies has apparently not influenced the occurrence of
rheumatoid arthritis,1" but we do not know the incidence
of rheumatoid arthritis in countries where fluorosis is endemic.
Other odd but unexplained observations revealed by popula-
tion surveys are the association between serologically negative
rheumatoid arthritis with psoriasis," and the observation
that these serological tests are more often positive in urban
than in rural dwellers.'4 Unfortunately, there appears to be
no immediate prospect of resolving these problems by
defining rheumatoid arthritis more precisely or of substi-
tuting for clinical or radiological examination a single sensitive
but reliable laboratory test.

Perhaps epidemiological surveys of general populations for
rheumatoid arthritis on the basis of the existing imprecise
diagnostic criteria and non-specific laboratory procedures
have already been carried to a point beyond which analysis
may become meaningless, a situation analogous with " empty "
magnification in microscopy. Perhaps we should now accept
that 2%, say, of elderly persons have the disease, that many
others may have it, that a particular form of arthritis accom-
panies psoriasis, and that women are affected more often than
men-and then concentrate on a search for a more specific
diagnostic technique which would allow readier and more
acceptable interpretations of population surveys. Another
approach would be to investigate a community, in much
the same manner as has been done by those investigating
atherosclerosis, following a whole township, if necessary for
a lifespan, in an attempt to prove the unique identity of
rheumatoid arthritis and to define the relative importance of
genetic and of environmental factors in its causation.
The population surveys which have been made in rheu-

matoid arthritis have involved lengthy and laborious studies.
Unfortunately they have been so handicapped by technical
and diagnostic limitations that they can be regarded only as
marking the beginning of a new era of epidemiological inquiry.

It is a tribute to the painstaking investigations of the
Manchester workers that Lawrence should have been asked
to prepare for the World Health Organization a report which
now analyses the relationships between the rheumatic diseases
and occupation."7 In this publication a clear distinction is
made between, for example, the increased prevalence of
osteoarthrosis in occupations in which pneumatic drills are
used, and the wholly constant prevalence of rheumatoid
arthritis in all male occupational groups so far surveyed.
The W.H.O. Report reiterates the evidence that over

28,000,000 working days are lost each year owing to diseases
of the musculoskeletal system, and these figures underline the
magnitude of the problem of rheumatism. The Report was
issued on 1 June and the whole month will be dedicated by
the Arthritis and Rheumatism Council and the British
Rheumatism Association to raising charitable support for their
activities. The statistics given by Lawrence certainly provide
the factual evidence which justifies the urgent work of these
organizations.

Folate Deficiency in the Elderly
If enough folic acid is absorbed from the diet, megaloblastic
anaemia due to deficiency of it should not appear. That the
diet may fail to provide enough folic acid is evident from the
frequency with which nutritional megaloblastic anaemia
appears in many parts of Africa and Asia. Though such
megaloblastic anaemia may be associated with chronic haemo-
lysis or pregnancy, and be complicated by iron deficieficy
and even sprue, the amount of folate in the diet remains a
major factor in its pathogenesis. In Great Britain two groups
of the population tend to come under " folate stress." The
one group is women in pregnancy and the other is very old
people.

In recent years workers at Bristol,1 2 Sheffield,3 Liverpool,'
and London5 have reported a relatively high frequency of
megaloblastic anaemia due to folate deficiency in older
people, and laboratory tests on them to assess folate deficiency
were often abnormal. It is obviously a matter of great con-
cern if there are substantial numbers of people whose diets
for either economic or social reasons are such as to be
inadequate to sustain normal health. Now papers in the
B.M.7. this week by Professor Ronald H. Girdwood and his
colleagues from Edinburgh (page 670) and by Dr. M. Batata
and his colleagues from Oxford (page 667) do much to put
this subject into perspective.
Girdwood and his colleagues studied 111 persons over the

age of 65. Seven of them had low serum levels of vitamin B12,
and four of these were found on investigation to have Addi-
sonian pernicious anaemia. There were no other examples of
megaloblastic anaemia in their study, and the serum folate
levels were below their normal range in only a small number
of old people (12 out of 111). The conclusion is that megalo-
blastic anaemia due to nutritional folate deficiency is not a
problem in that part of Scotland and that megaloblastic
anaemia, when found, is probably due to pernicious anaemia.
It is as well to be reminded that the frequency of Addisonian
pernicious anaemia after the age of 60 is about 7.0 per 1,0006
-that is, somewhat under 1% of the older population.
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